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Are videos hard to make? That is usually the first thing people think about when I talk about video

blogging - are videos hard to make? Well guess what - theyre not, and the fact that everyone else thinks

they are means you have less competition and your videos look extra special as you did all this hard work

to make a video. All you need are some simple tools and then making video is as easy as can be, I love

it, it saves me a ton of writing, I get to connect with my viewers more and I can redirect people where I

want them without even having them click my links! In Video Blogging Cash I tell you everything you need

to get going so you can be set up in no time at all and producing your own videos, and Ill even reveal my

secret of how to get people through your affiliate links without having them click anything! Do you have

your own blog yet? If you really want to make money online then you need to have your own site at the

heart of everything you do - and using a blog makes things so much easier! Blogs are powerful, the

search engines love them, you dont need to know html to update them, and you can set posts to publish

in the future so you can load up lots of content then dripfeed it out! (I love that feature!). Creating your

own video blog or vlog is the next step to help you supercharge this already powerful platform and gain
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more traffic, make more connections and make more money! In my guide Video Blogging Cash I tell you

exactly how to set up a video blog and get it making money (in fact I show you the 6 top ways you can

make money with each vlog you make!).
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